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INTRODUCTION 
The present atudy was conducted on a small lake in East­
C entral Illinois. Ashmore Lake is known to be subject to 
changes in mineral content due to the influence of water that 
is shed from surrowiding agricultural fields. These fields 
consist mostly of corn, wheat. and soybean crops, with some 
pasture lend. The lake is directly affected by run off water 
containing soluble elements from the commercial fertilizers 
used on the surrounding fields. These dissolved minerals are 
brought into the lake by the Polecat Creek which flows into 
the eastern border of Ashmore Lake on its westward flow toward 
the Embarras River. 
iU;1ta obtained from reports of student& that had made re-
cent plankton collections in the lake as part of an Inverte-
brate Field £oology course, and personal discussions, indica-
ted a noticeable fluctuation in the composition of the zooplank­
ton that seemed not to be related to the normal seasonal phenomena. 
The preceding observation suggested the following course of 
investigation: 
To survey the zoopl.ankton present in the up er 
,.�:-::e half meter of Ashmore Lake, and to determine if, 
and to what degree, the composition of the zooplankton 
is altered aa changes in temperature, pbotoperiod, oxygen, 
iron, nitrite-nitrogent nitrate-nitrogent sul­
fate, phosphate, turbidity, and pH occur during 
a three month period from late winter to mid­
spring. 
Ashmore Lake 
Ashmore Lake is a eutrophic body of water 14,000 square 
yards in area, located NW\, Sec.,61'12 N. Rll E, Coles County, 
Illinois, near the Village of Ashmore. 'l'he lake is a result 
of a limestone quarry which was operated intermittently from 
1900 to the late 1940ts. The average depth of the lake was 
153 cm. on May 12, 1968; the bottom is covered with silt and 
small stones. In the shallower regions, the lake's surface 
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is covered with water lilies (Nymphata), which first broke the 
surface during the first week of April. A variety of trees 
including eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoides), white ash 
(Fraxinus americana). black willow (Salix nigf!), sil.ver maple 
(Acer saccharinum) , and American sycamore (Platanus occidenta.lis) , 
are found growing almost at the water's edge. This lake affords 
an opportunity to study the effects of a small stream and the 
minerals it contributes to the lake. and the responses to these 
minerals by the zooplsnkton. 
Polecat Creek 
This creek has its origin in Edgar CoWlty, Illinoist and 
flows in a south-westward direction through Edgar and Coles 
i 
: I 
! 
I' �II 
Countia.. As the creek Manders through the iaat-Central region 
of lll.inoia for approximately ten miles, it gathers the water 
shed from nearly 17 ,280 acres of agricul:tural fiel.ila, growing 
mostly corn, wheat, ancl soyl>ean crops, with some paatUl'e land. 
fheae fields are fertilized each year with co�ial fertilizer. 
The creek varies in depth from six centimeters to a depth of 
foUJ." meters, however, the average depth would be approximately one 
meter. The Polecat ads its flow aa it ant•s the Faburu 
River. 
General Considerations 
Plankton investigations have been car ied out on many lakes, 
rivers, and pond.a in the world during the past ccmtury. Damann 
(1943) refers to the stu.dy by Mueller, of microscopic organisms 
occurring in the North Sea as early as 1845. The term pl.ankton 
wu not put into use until Hensen in 1887 used it to describe 
the organisms that drift suspended in natural occurriµg waters 
{Davia. l9S:,). . 
Needham and Lloyd (1930) in Th! Life ,gt InlfDd Wfts:s, 
state "The shallower a lake is, the better its waters are ex-
poaed t ' .. ight and air; and other things being equal, the richer 
its production of organic life." Welch (1935) also states, 
"Within limits, and Wlder strict!» comparable conditions, the 
greater the areas of shallow water. the greater the biological 
productivity."' These statements apply to the rather shallow lake 
under investigation. 
Yoshimura (1932) during a study of the seasonal variation 
in content of nitrogenous compounds and phosphate in water of a 
pond in Japan, found no relation between plankton fluctuations 
and soluble phosphate, although he did state that high total 
phosphorus corresponded with a high total plankton. His study 
does not take into account the extremes caused by leaching of 
commercial ferti1izers into streams and lakes. 
Ryther and Yentsch (1957) observed a relationship between 
photosynthetic rate and chlorophyll content in natural populations 
and cultures of marine phytoplankton. 
Lackey (1961) sampled different environments at the bottom 
level in marine waters, and found many different biotas, both as 
to component species and total numbers. Lackey made use of aquaria 
into which bottom samples were placed. and found algae and Proto­
zoa to be concentrated in the 2 to S 111n . mud-water l§nterface. 
Wieser (1959), in a study of Puget Sound beaches, found stratifi­
cation of microbiota to be temperature dependent, all other fao­
tors being equal. 
Swale (196�) studied the phytoplankton of a oalaareoua river 
in F..ngland for two years to obtain quantitative information of 
phytoplankton. He states that the greatest densities of plankton 
were found during periods of low rain fall. 
Kofoid (1908) conducted a study of the plankton of the 
Illinois River. 1n an earlier study (1894·-99) he points out 
that the age of water within certain limits results in an in ... 
crease in plankton nwnbers. 
Galstoff (1924) concluded velocity of current to be the 
principal factor that affects the organic life of a river. 
Eddy (1929) made collections along the Sangamon River in 
Illinois during the SUJTBner of 1929 and concluded that the cre­
ation of Lake Decatur serves to remove pollution factors which 
resulted in clean water plankton in the river below the lake. 
Reinhard (1931) reveals that environments which allow the 
greatest time for the development of plankton w.ill produce the 
greatest crop. His studies were conducted on the upper 
Mississippi River. Roach (1932) studied the entire Hocking 
River, in Ohio, as a unit and concluded that average amounts 
of domestic pollution has no effect on plankton. He stated 
further that approximately fifteen days after a flood the 
plankton of a river return to normal, implying that dilution 
is of little la.sting consequence. Chandler (1937) investiga­
ting the streams draining Lake Michigan, has shown that typical 
lake plankton decrease rapidly in streams draining lakes. This 
finding reinforces Reinhard's conclusion on lasting environment. 
Lackey, !£. al. (191.J.3) in considering the question "What is 
a normal stream plankton 'r1 made studies of a small stream in 
Ohio. He foLll'ld large plankton populations independent of any 
single factor such as age of water� presence of strong pollution. 
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distance from source, and the like. He also refers to the study 
of Gessner (1934), which states that phosphorous concentration 
is the limiting fa.ctor for microorganisms in the majority of 
natural waters, a.nd gives figures showing many lakes had no 
phosphorous. Lackey goes on to say (in opposition to Reinhard) 
that rainfall is of enormous importance and results in a modi­
fication of the numbers and types of plankton f owid. 
Damann (1950) made a plankton reconnaissance study of the 
Missouri River Basin during the summer of 1950 and gave high 
turbidity in the Missouri River as the apparent reason why the 
plankters do not multiply after leaving the tributaries flowing 
into the river. He found that tributaries from arid or nonagri­
cultural land were noted to have the lowest plankton densities. 
'rhe effect of added enrichment for the drainage basin in the 
agricultural areas seemed to be responsible for higher density 
in some tributaries. 
Williams (196�) studying major rivers and lakes of the 
United States, shows some possible relationships between plank­
ton-diatom species nwnbers and water quality estimates, stating 
especially that temperature, calcium hardness, and irrigation 
waters returned to streams account for significant increases in 
population densities. 
Hartman (1965) in a study of the Ohio River relates that 
phytoplankton are definitely affected by phosphorus, nitrates, 
and nitrites. 
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Hanebrink (1966) during a study of the net plankton in 
Sardis Reservoir, Mississippi, found that plankton increased 
rapidly after the streams entered the reservoir. He found that 
high temperatures of the surf ace water resulted in a decrease in 
plankton cowits. Again the validity of the lasting stable en­
vironment hypothesis is suggested. 
Nilsen (1967) conducted a study of experimentally placed 
log substrates in the Kaskaskia River in Illinois, and states 
that many taxonomic groups seemed to pref er an intermediate depth 
and that this depth preference may change with the daily light 
cycle. 
Pennak (1946) states that in most lakes and streams nearly 
all inorganic nutrients appear to be present in excess, even 
though these substances may occur in surprisingly small quanti­
ties. Phosphorus is considered to be the limiting factor much 
more frequently than nitrogen, even though the range of 0.002 
to 0.005 milligrams per liter includes lake waters of very low 
to high productivity! Pennak relates that it is difficult to 
demonstrate the effect of nitrogen and phosphate as limiting 
factors directly, to the exclusion of all other factors. 
Raymond (1937) made a study on the plankton of Bass Lake, 
in >lichigan, a concretion-forming marl lake, and found large 
amoWltB of marl, largely calcium carbonate. This marl, in the 
littoral zone of the lake is indirectly responsible to a large 
degree, for low plankton production and results in a scarcity 
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of rooted vegetation. 
Ahlstrom (1936) stated that the zooplankton of Lake Nichigan 
was often equal to the diatom group in volwne but not in numbers. 
Damann (19�3) analyzed seventeen years of plankton data collected 
from Lake Michigan, and noted 316 "species" of diatoms and 182 
"'species" of Protozoa. He refers to Lake Mi.chigan as primarily a 
"Diatom Lake, n and second41rily a "'Dinobyron Lake." 
Orr (1954) compared the composition of Protozoa of two areas 
in a lake in Pennsylvania, one area--swamp, and the other a sewage 
area. He concludes th1rt protozoan cowits showed a quantitative 
and qualitative difference between the populations of the two 
aI'eas. 
Stern (1964) found that the more intensive the analysis the 
more difficult it becomes to isolate controlling physical and 
chemical variables. In an artificial pond, Stern found that the 
composition did not change rapidly in most instances, and that 
abundance fluctuated within a period of forty-eight hours. 
Organic Factors 
Food 
Lackey (1938) investigated some ecologic factors affecting 
the distribution of Protozoa, in a variety of habitats. He indi­
cates that if the principal food of a particular holozoic proto­
zoan species consisted of certain green flagellates, these proto­
zoans might disappear except during the summer months when these 
flagellates occur. Lackey believes that protozoans can live in 
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a wide range of pH, and in nature food requirements are only a 
quantitative limiting factor. Noland (1925) r·elates that in 
nature the amounts of available food has more to do with the dis­
tribution of fresh water ciliates than any one factor. 
Lackey (19�3) conducted a series of experiments using con­
tainers. To these containers, containing plankton, he added 
varying amounts of phospl-orus and found that they either direct­
ly or indirectly excysted and the protozoan population increased 
very rapidly. In conclusion, he states as long as phosphorus 
is present in ample quantities, there is a rapid use of other 
food, but diminishing phosphorus below the critical point great­
ly retards the use of organic food. Lackey mentions the study 
of Sandon (1932) which states that food is largely the controlling 
£actor for Protozoa. 
Hali (1965) states that in some natural waters the protozoans 
barely escape starvation, managing to survive only as sparse pop­
ulations, due to the lack of certain elements. He says that pro­
tozoan nutrition, so far as the Protozoa themselves are concerned, 
involves two general problems: (1) finding the necessary foods, 
which is usually a matter of chance, and (2) getting such foods 
inside the body .tor use in metabolism. He goes on to say that 
the addition of just one element might cause a greater density 
or result in the disappearance of some species. Re indicates 
that it has been known for many years that increases in tempera­
ture modify the nutritional requirements of microorganisms. 
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Physical Effects 
Temperature, ;:.'hotoperiod, and R::;infe'.11 
Pennak (1953) relEttes that free-living protozoans show wide 
ranges of tolerance to s:tngle environmental factors, but at the 
same ti..me it is thought that their activities may be affected by 
rela.tively slight environmental changes. He says that in general 
flagellates react more d:i'?'ectly to single fac•tors than do the 
ciliates, while amoebas are intermed.iate. Pennak goe.s on to say 
that the most pronolUlC!ed seasonal population chamges are quanti­
tative, and temperatures bel0\11 10°c. >!:md above 2s0c. markedly 
affect the number of individuals present� but not the number of 
species and that summer and winter lists of species from the 
same habitats are often strikingly similar. 
Hutner ,tt !.!_. (1957) noted that an increase in certe.in 
metals--iron, magnesium, �inc, and apparently specific amino 
acid requirements also increase with temperature. 
Noland (1925) suggested several factors (such as food. 
temperature, oxygen, and carbon dioxide) that 1nfluence the 
distribution of fresh-water ciliate protozoj!;as. He conclu.ded 
that ce1"tain ciliates decidedly favor low te."llperatw:'es. 
Wang {1928) ;:;tudied the seasonal distribution of Protozoa 
.in a pond in Philadelphia, and listed a number of temperature 
effects, some of them directly affecting the Prot:ozoa. He made 
use of the :.:erms eurythermic, termophilic, ,:,rn.i so on, to des­
cribE? these organisms. b'ang made his collections near the 
1.1 
surface of the pond. 
helch (1935) suggested when 'the interpz•etation of field re­
sults is being directly correlated to tenperature, one should 
consider the modifications to which a body of water is subject. 
fh.ese modifications include changes in chemical composition and 
photoperiod. 
I.ackey (1938) states that marked seasonal changes due to 
temperature are quantitative. Reinhard (1931) fowid f luctua­
tions in the Upper Mississippi due to temperaturt::, but these 
changes were mi.nor and a.ff ected principally the chlorophyll 
bearing forms. I..ackey (19�3) suggests that rainfall is of 
enormous importance in modifying the numbers and types of plank­
ton found, and ra.in:a quickly reduce the total population from the 
source of a stream to the mouth. 
Bamforth (19$8) founu the maximwn values for t�nperature. 
pH, and dissolved oxygen occurred in mid-afternoon, and the 
minimwn in early morning. Bamforth (1962) pointed out that 
plankton populations, predominantly Protozoa, often changed 
during the day, sometimes significantly wit!u . n two hours after 
swu;•ise, pointing to either increased temperature and/or light 
intensity as factor$. 
Swale (1!164) concludes that longer day length is most like­
ly a "triggl:!ring" facto1• determining the onset of spring diatom 
growth. Beyers (1962) postulates, using aquaria, that the 
closer a living system approaches the integration of a balanced 
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ecosystem, the less it is affected by t:enperature. Beyers also 
believes that photosynthesis is not stimulated by this increase 
in the temperature. Hall (1965) iTlem:ions the fact tha.t tempera­
ture modifies the nutritional t'equirements of microorganisms. 
Manganese and Iron 
Guaeva. (1939). in his studies, has shown that ooncentra'tions 
of more than 0.2 milligrame of manganese per liter are definitely 
toxic to some plank'ters. Mutner .!! .!!· (19S7) states that: need 
for increases in certain metals--iron. magnesium. manganese, zinc, 
and apparently spacif ic amino acid requirements also increases 
with temperature. Bamforth (1962) noted a decline in iron during 
the day. Pennak (1946) finds concentra-t:ions of only a milligram 
or two per liter usually seems to be ample for such substances 
as silicon, magnesium, calcium, ehlor:lne, pot'assiwn,. and sodium. 
Hydrogen lon Conc�entrat:f.on and Oxygen 
Cowles and Schwitalla (1323) studied the hydrogen-ion con­
centration of a stream and series of pools in r�lation to the 
cccw:•rence of Zuglena, and found the pH to :.. <.: modified by the 
aquatic fauna and flora. Lackey {1038) says that pl'otczoens 
can live in a wide range of pH. Bamforth (l95S) foW'l<l the maxi­
mum value for pH and dissolved oxygen to occur in mid-afternoon, 
and the m.inimwn in early morning. Hazelwood and Pa1•kt::r (1961) 
show that dissolved oxygen conceu-tration is positively cox-related 
to the density of Daphnia. They state that the density of 
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Diaptomus 1.s also po-sitivel y correl ated with oxygen. 
Phosphate~ Ni~ite-nitrogen, and. Nitrate-nitrogen 
Juday and Birge (1931) show from studies of Wisconsin lakes 
that the phosphate remained undiminished in the surface waters of 
lakes end many of them were high producers of p~ankton. 
Yoshimura (1932} found no ~elati0n betwee~ plankton fluctu-
ations and soluble phosphate. Gessner (193LI) , however, says 
phosphorus concentration is th~ limiting factor for mi.croorgan-
isms m the majo~ity of natural waters. 
Lackey .s_ .!!,. (1943) reasoned the increase in plankton be-
low a sewage disposal plant to be due t o materials such as phos-
phates, ni:trates, and nit:.ites. Hutchinson (1944) concludes 
that all nutrienta except nitrate and phosphate are normally 
present in such considerable excess.,_ hat qualitative effects 
due to their flt.\ctuati.on al'e most Wllike.ly. 
Pennak (194.6) aays that; phosphorus is consifilerf:d to be the 
limiting factor much more fr~ently than nitrogen. Hays and. 
Phillips (1958) noted that phytoplankton can taka up a given 
amount of phosphate in five minut-es in jar experimen:ts, while 
e,quatia plants require several hours. Bamforth (1958l found 
that nitrates inc-r-eat~Hid slightly at night, while carbon dioxide, 
phosphate, and iron decl,.;ined d~ing the day. Bamfo:rth (1962) 
saw no diurnal change· 'couid be not'd fer nitrate and nitrite. 
Williurs {1964) has shown the return of ir'rigation water 
to 'Streams may account f~r significant increases in population 
- ' 
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d•nsi ty of phytoplankton. He believes this to be due to the 
nitrates, phosphates, and trace minerals taken from the agricul-
t�ral soil. 
Hutchineon (19�4) in a review has indicated: "Clear cut 
cJrrelations between chemical conditions and the qualitative 
I 
ci111>osition of the phytoplankton and the sooplankton ""• not to 
i expected.• 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plankton colleot.:lou woe -.4e near the noon hour twice 
w1$1.y, beginniq on Mal'ah 7, 1968, and ending on May 23. 1918. ' 
A1�ton net •de of lo. 12 atudar4 silk cloth with1112S •ahea 
t !the inah11wa111 towed in the upper one foot level of the water. 
I 
• la two meter distance behind a rowed boat. The lake was arbi ... 
I 
t.fily divided into thirds, and the plankton net was raised and 
lea col ected three time• during the 2001�t:er tow. 'l'be tow 
made from west to east in the longest port101'l of the lake. 
I �ins the earlp part of this study it wu neceaauy to uae 
boat oars to break through ice which covered the surf ace el 
:1ue. in Ol'der that semples Id.pt be obtained. Due to thia 
formation, during the very cold daya samples of the entire 
h of the lake were impoaaible. 
CA\e quart of water waa taken from the upper -.s meter level 
the center of the lake .and taken 'to the labora'tory for eh..,. 
. l analysis. 
I I I 
! 
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A measurement of air and water temperature, and parts per 
mi.lllon (pmn) of oxygen was recorded, using a YS I Model 51 Oxygen 
Meter. A Hach, Model No. DR-EL portable water engineers labora-
tarv was used to recheck oxygen and to determine turbidity. Tur­
b:tdi ty readings were recorded in Jackson Turbidity Units (J.T.U.). 
Perts per million of sulphate, phosphate, iron, nitrate-nitrogen, 
nit�ite-nitrogen, and pH values were also determined, using the 
sam� instrument. Hours of evailable sunlight and the amount of 
ra1!Pfal.1 was recorded from standard meteorological data posted by 
i 
the! Eastern Illinois University's Department of Geography. 
The sample containing zooplankton was not centrifuged, how­
ev��, it was swirled by hand, and a syringe was used to remove a 
satle from the container into a Syracuse watch glass. The se.mple 
wa�1viewed first under a Bausch aud Lomb 0.7X - 3X binocular scope 
I 
f orl S1Jrvey Of the larger ZC ·1plankton. Later, the watch glass and 
s��.le were transferred to an American Optical compound microscope 
� lOX ocular, lOX low power objective and �SX high power ob-
I jep ive, for observing the smaller plankters. Wet-mount slides 
! 
I wer. prepared in order to facilitate identif i...:ation of Protozoa 
anµ other microfauna. All specimens were stud_ied alive when pos­•4 e, however, phGtographe and permanent slides were -de of some 
or� n:isms. A Sedgwick-Rafter countmg chamber was used in the 
la� r observation. Da.ta was tabulated, but inasm1,1ch as qualita-
ti� 
ror, quantitations. 
.information was sought, no attempt was made to make more than 
! 
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3yatematic references for the various groups of organisms 
investigated included \.l'ard and 1.:hipple, 2nd Edition, l-J. T. 
Edmonson. editor (1959) • fresh ·�ater Biology1 Pennak, Robert W. 
(1953), Fresq-water Invertebrates .2£. !;he United 5t:ates; Kudo, 
Richard R. (1966) Protozoolo&Q'• 5th Edition1 Jahn, :rheodore and 
l'rances (194-9) , !:!2!! g � .:th!. Protozoa1 Needham and Needham 
(1930), � Guide 12, the SJ:udx � Fresh Water Biology; and Eddy 
and Hodson (1961) • Te.xongm,ic � l£. �he Cgmmgn Animals .2£. North 
America. 
RESULTS 
The contour of Ashmore Lake and ita relationship to the 
Polecat Creek is shown in Fig. 1. The creek flows toward the 
west. Detail of the study area, showing depth, areas of emergent 
vegetation, and plankton collecting range is shown in Fig. 2. 
The average depth of the lake ia i;3 cm. 
BIOLOGICAL DATA 
Protozoa 
As a group, the Protozoa were the most ;�hmdant animals. 
They were represented by sixty-six different species; of these 
there were twenty-five species in the Superclass Ma.stigophora, 
twenty-four members of the Ciliata, and sixteen Sarcodina. 
Sarcodina 
The Superclass Sarcodina, repl!'esented in plankton samples 
by sixteen species. was the group with the least nwnbers of apeciea. 
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3 everal species of the test icat e sarcodin Diffl\.l&.!! w er e  
collected (Table 1) . At leas t one species , and at t�nes mor e 
than one spec ies , w er e  pr es ent in each of ·the plankton tows . 
Ilowever , more individuals of this genus wer e foWld durltng t imes 
of high turbidity (Fig . 6) . !!.· acuminata first appeared on 
Ha.rch 3 ,  1 9 68 , and was obs erved on ten other .:.ccas ions , but each 
time by only one or two organisms . .R.· cgrona was in eleven of 
the twenty-two plankton tows • however , a great e1• number of times 
in April and May (Table 1) . S omet imes one or two organisms were 
p1•es ent per microscopic field . Memb ers of the spec ies !!.· glol?O!a 
occurred mos t  frequently , being in s eventeen of the twenty-two 
collections . This spec ies was normally represented by one or 
two spec imens per microscopic field . !!.· 99longata appeared only 
·twice , once in Yiarch and again in April , then only two or three 
organisms were observed . Q. µrceolata occurred in two plankton 
tows in March , at which t ime two or three individuals were ob­
s erved . 
Ax-cella sp . ,  a testacian related to Diff�µgia , appeared in 
four collectiona--all during the month of March . 
fhe heliozoan Actino,Qbrxs so;J. was found each month of the 
study . It occurred on three occasions in •'18.rch and onoe in 
April , and twice in May .  During the May samples , three or four 
of thes e  organisma were observed per microscopic field . 
Act;Lnoaply!e£iHf!! sp . ,  another helizoan , appeared first on 
April 11! , and was observed on two other occasions that month . 
It also appear ed twice in Nay .  Never more than two organiSmtl 
per microscop ic field were observed . 
Naked amoebae , l.18ually associated with the substrate ,  were 
occasionally collect ed . G£omia fluvialts was seen on April ll 
and l� ; on b oth occas ions six or eight of thea e organisms were 
obs erved per microscopic field of vision . Ma.XO£&ll! sp . was 
observed oLce in March . P!lO!JYXa MlY\2i•en$is was preact 
once in i'ia.rch and again on April 1 and ll , and on all ocoaa ions 
only one or two organisms were observed . Thecamoeba ap .. waa 
present twice in mid-March . A Valk!mpf,ia sp . ,  attached to 
algae , was collected in a March sample . 
Mastigophora 
The kinetoplastid � sp . was identified in nine plankton 
tows (Table l) . However , ita sma.11 size (ll-lS micra) peJ'lmita 
it to escape notice unless great numbers of individuals are 
present . Only three C!PhalotheunnilJ.! cxclopym, e colonial 
stalked flagellate ,  were seen and on one occasion only , March 7 .  
Uroglena volvox 1 This coloni al chrys omonad form was iden­
tified from single individuals seen on two occasions , once :f.n 
April and once again in May .  The colonial lorica.te chrysornonad 
Dino)?ryon was observed in very few numbers in Me.rah . However , 
it appeared in increasing numbers :fn s ix. out of eight collecrtiona 
in May .  In fact it became one of the more characteristic Protozoa 
in the plankton as the water became warmer . 
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Suglenn s1!_p. ap;;> eared in twenty of the twenty-two collections . 
This group cont inued to incr eas e ir; numb ers a s  the wat er t empera-
ture warmed and the pho toper i.od increas ed . Of all the euglenoids 
pres ent , f·� was found most fl:'equently , appearing twelve times 
throughout the study ('fable 1) • .§_. sgi!'OgYra was observed on five 
occ a s i.ons ; .§.. deses was identified from a few :>rganisms in three 
May collect i".lns . Jl. rostr ifera and £ .  tri'Oteris both were obs erved 
only onc e  in May ,  and then they were not plentiful . Eudorina elei!B! ,  
a :olatc - l ike colonial form , •ms preis ent in lat e May on one ocC";a.sion , 
and then only , a  few organisms wer e  obs erved . 
l'!'achelomonas spp. was pres ent in s eventeen collections during 
the study (Table 1) . Of these .  only two were id�tified to species 
1· urc eolata and ·r . volvocina . both of which appeared in the study 
on. only two occasions . It was later thought that many of the members 
obs erved wer e  probably !· ,. olvocina . Early in the study . Tra.chelo­
mo:nas was not abundant ; it \>ms only in May that thes e flagellates 
began to appear in some numbers . 
The chrysomonad Synura uvella was observed intermittently 
throughout the study . In fact , it appeared v.l.41'.ing times when the 
lake was covered with s everal inches of ice . 
;·1embers of the genus l'hacus began to appear more frequently 
a.ft er the wa ter had warmed somewhat . £.. longicauda best repre­
s ented this genl.ls , being present on eleven occas ions ('.rable 1) • 
f.. pl,euronectes followed with fo1.1r appearances , and £.. trigueter 
appeared t:w ice . This genus was very common .  \'ihile dinoflagellates 
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such a s  �i diniurn and C era.t ium are normally a.blllldant inha:b ltanta 
of eutrophic lakes , this was not the cas e dur ing this study . 
Ceratium hirundinella was obs erved in one March sample , repres ented 
by only very few organisms . Perid:lnium tabula.tum was found first 
on March 10 , and appeared on three other occas ions in J\pril and 
was observed twice in May .  gymp,odinium ap . did not appear until 
May and was recorded thre� times that month and was then repre­
sented by three or four organisms per microscop ic fiel d .  
Glenodinium c inclwn " was s e en  four times in May and onc e in April . 
'The large colonial flagellate Volvox sp . did not appear until 
May ,  and was then only represented by one or two colonies twice 
that month . 
The maatigophorians and the cil iat es w ere almost equal in 
total. nwnber of spec ies during this three month study . It is ap­
parent , howev er , that the .nastigophorians show a definit e favor 
for increas ed photop eriod and warmer water . Their numbers in­
creased greatly in May ,  a. time when thes e two conditions were 
most favorable . 
C iliata 
The ciliate which appeared. moat frequently throughout the 
study was the apirGtrioh StentO£ ap . ,  being present in eighteen 
of the twenty-two collections (Table l) . A peak 1n density and 
frequency of this protozoan was reached in March when the trum­
pet-shaped, pyriform and oval swimmi:Jlg stages were present in 
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all collections mad.e durin; that month . 
The pel'it'l"ioh VS'tio,f!!a •P· waa the aeoond most frequently 
oaaurring ciliate . appearing in sixteen collections (Table l) . 
lath !S!DtS amt VS?nic@l.J,f ae frequently thought of aa 
being ••••ile , and more times than not attached by bold-fast 
atNctUJ.tes to material pre•mt in the water .. Bu.t here . the•e 
Ol'gllniama wee preeent , both free swim:Lng and auaile . 
A apeeJ.es of Vo£$1pell! was obaervec.t ea an eotoc�•al on 
several rnetuoane (Plate VII) . lt wu observed on annelids . 
oetroeoda • cladocerana , and oopepods . There woe othe eeto­
commenaala obs.wed: &>imli• •P · was fOdlld in Much (Table 1) 
on £Yclo1p ap . , and Cgtb!a£i!Qa t!Ptb9selt1 was fret'l•tly ob­
served on the hapacticoid C!!!t.b29f!!Rll! ap . (Table l,  !able 2 ,  
aad Platea I-VI) . 
The hypotr!Gh §gl0DX9l!h sp . was obatll'Ved. moat frequently 
durq the month of March, when it was altsertt in only one col­
lection (Table 1) . §yplo;Sp pttlllt• a hypotrich eilia'te, 
occutn'ed once each :1n April and May and was observed on fO\ir 
occuiona in March .  
The gynm.oatome Dil&tu mas made f !ve of its six appeu­
anoea in March, and whel obaerved only one or two wee ·seen . 
lp»Y•'tomJ.I! l••• is a very large cilia�• that appeared on four 
oocasiou :In April and onoe in Mareh. !• t!l!I reaohed a peak 
en March 31 , when many orpn1- wee oh•G'Yed per ndorc>aeopia 
field. 
•�----------------------------------�--h 
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The peritrich §1.ia:tYlia ap . waa observed on five occa1ione 
and when present waa an eotooont1lGDSal on. Sxslops sp . and on 
ostrocoda . 
lvr•ary ;trupoatsUa was not observed during April . How­
ever , this apirotriC?h did appear in three Much collections and 
twice in May .  
The oligOtrich Wteria 1£!!!\RllJa waa preeent in one half 
of the aol.lectiona and wu absent in only one of the seven May 
aollec:tiona . Thia ciliate wu freq,um.tly the dominant protozoan 
in the plankton aamples taken 1n May ..  ThSJ:'it were times when ! .• 
1£!1¥imt!la was present 1n numbers upward.a of thirty per m1cro­
•cop 1c field. 
The holotrich Cqlm bJnJy! was found once 1n April and 
twice in May .  and then they were Vflf!Y sparse members of the 
plankton . 
VWAostola l!J?$9•0!! waa observed on three occasions , and 
each time thia loricate ciliate wu attached to filamentous 
alpe . 
lf!CFX!\S'H S!l9z. waa obawved on three occasions , all in 
the mon'th of March .  The gymnostome Je.1941! sp . appeared only 
twice duriag March, and then only Vflll!y few specimens w•n ob­
•eved. On two occuiona in May ,  the hymenoatome P!£!!Ea.e sp . 
was ident1fJ.ed from only a few individual• . The holotrich 
!U:d-fau!! sp .• waa recognised in two May eollectiou (?abl.e 1) . 
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The hypotrich Yroe� sp . was seen twice in March. 
QY.d.odonell'1 oaud!t• • Cgndylo•tQ!I! sp • •  £xslid.i\Jll g!.auc9. 
Lignotu! f!ffiOla, and . 9P£SJ!lu:H ap .. each appeared only once 
(Table 1) . 
t9koRbXf• gyglowarn was the only individual. of the Order 
Suctorida found during the cours• of the s'blcly . It was observed 
attached to the antenna of Cytb9S!P'J!PM ap . ,  a harpactieoid 
copepod , which wu also host to Cotbvw eatrtboc!!!JPti • 
Colentrata 
One l!fSE• wu observed. during the •tucly on Aps-il 14 . It 
wae attached to a maple bud which bad posed .into the collecting 
net . Maple buda bad fal.len mto the lake u a result of high 
winds and :rain . 
Aschelminthes 
Rotif ers were present in all of the plankton smnplu taken. 
Ito;taria •P · • while never abundant .in the cold water , appeared 
in 1norea.a1ng numbers u th• watw warmed, Ul4 when the nitrogen 
content was high it wae o1>11uarve<t in all samples (Table 2) . Mext 
in order of moat fl"eqwm� oc.currence waa A&Hl!MI! •P · and 
bsoha•S• sp . • each appearing in twenty oollecti0119 . These two 
organisms ware abundant throughout nt0st of the study , but reached 
a peak on May S and May 9 .  when five to ten would be observed. pa 
mierosoopic field . 
I 
i i  
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Braehi9D!!! sp . waa observed throuahout 'the study , but was 
moat frequent in May .  where it appeared in �easing abundance 
during each collecti• that month .  A few &11at!Mf Sl.W!dut• 
were Pl'•••t five times each for the 'tbi'ee mont'l15 the collaetiona 
were ade . EM£l!.+'11f.a ap . wu not observed during th• month of 
March ,  and made its fint appearance on April 7 and in fou.r 
other collectiona that month . Thia organiam was present in all 
of the May collections . .Fi!1pia l211!1st• appeared a total of 
twelve times (Table 2) • Rotarj.a B!SYM• waa also present on 
twelve ot:casiona . six of which were in April and three each for 
Ma.rah and May .. 
�J:Xla ap . did. not occur until April. when it was ob­
served in one half of the samples . but was abaent :ln onl)' one 
May collection . !his species showed an !nereaae Jn nwal>era 
throush the month of May .  fbilPSm.f ep .. occUJTad ()ft(!e in April1 
on four occasions in March, and thl'ee times in May ..  fieiRila!! 
1ata was preaent in five of the seven Haren samples,. and once 
in April and May ,  but wu at no time very abundant . 
Triehogtr• sp . waa firat obsuved on May S m4 in four 
other collections that month and in each sample more apeo.tmena 
were observed . trachigp.Q! caJ.xoifloMf• wa• present in three 
auplea . two of which were in May and one :J.n April . 
Hrtillina ap . wu also observed on thl'ee oooaaJ.ona , all 
ocaurring in May (Tabl.e 2) • klOhiomat 1£112&!1•1 • !9tlJeAA! 
fk£1.j.Ua, and f!ltud!ftella Ip .. were observed Ql'&ly twiee (!able 2) . 
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The following rotif era wee obsnved only once and moat of 
the time identified from only one or two apec!Mns : £y.R!lap111 
sp . ,  Hexarthfa mira , Kell,Wit:tla ls>JlliQ!RtM• J4!1!J.l!! 92MJ.f!H'if, 
!o;tomnata sp . ,  and Polxv!Jml sp . (Table 2) . 
Chaet99ptua sp . was the only gastrotrich observed ; each 
time near the east end of the lake (Table 2) . 
Nematodes were frequently observed , but few in number . 
These minute worms were less than 2 • ·  long and wer e not idea• 
tified to genus {Table 2) . 
Platyhelminthes 
Four species of Ttorbelluia (fable 2) wwe repr•erited . 
Theae appeared sporadically tllnughout the stud)' . QtlJtlJ.! •P . 
was observed once :In April . �•tan was pea .. 
ent in one March sample . S;t;&Oft!M ap . wu not obaerved uatil 
April , then only twice that month, amt once in May during a 
pe!'iod Of hip turbidity (fig. fi) '* �- !1£f!!1!.'!.! WU 
Pf!••en.t on two ocaaaions , once .tn March an4 apin in April .. 
'these worm were never vey alnmdaJ1t and wwe reprennted only 
by one or two orpn1ama . 
Ectoprocta 
Ectoproct statoblasta were obaerved in collect:ian.a in 
March and April • and the youna po.lypid staps bepn to appear 
in May .  These were identified as Pl!i!!!!if.tMJ.I• 
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Annelida 
Three genera of ol.igochaetes were reprea$tted by one or two 
individuals . Al1oaopaa was found in fO\U' d.if'ferent samples 
(Table 2) . Daro ap eared only once in April, and !!!!. d.id not 
appeu Wltil May and was then observed tiu.-ee times . 
Tard.iptada 
Early in the •tudy the pnwa Jjxpe:tb;l.p wa• observed in tu­
bid water near the east and. west enda of the lake (P:lg. 2) • Thi• 
tadipade (water beall') was 11ot found in eolleotJ.one taken la the 
center of the lake . Plate VIII shows !!D!D!HI 1n the pl'OOeas of 
shedding its cuticle. 
Arthropoda 
Arthropods were repruented by •ev•al. poupa . Ostracoda 
were observed to have been eyen.ly clistribu:ted thl'ot.lghout the 
aampl:f.ngs ('fable 2) but were not keyed to genus . OA one oocaaton 
a specie• of VOJ'!,icel:\I waa observed ae an ectoo0Dllftll'l8&1 on an 
ostroeod . 
Cladocerams (water fl.ea•) were pi-neat 1n most all of the 
samples taken .  Qxd9£W! !P!!!l£iog was present in twenty-one 
of the twenty-two aamples taken ('fable 2) . Of all the metaaoana 
to be commenaalized, .£. •»b•!£iCYf wu moat freq\lently observed 
to have commenaala . A plankt'on 8811lple was examiaed. on Ha)' l, 
1968 , three day• after the collection was •de. A renclom eut­
pling was made of seventy-five organiama of thi• apecies of 
C1Jvdonw . Only twenty ... aevtm of the orpniw d14 not ,_ .... 
V5!1:tis;!}J.f ap . livJna on them aa coa..,....ala .  The OUll'ber of 
vortioellicla varied from one to four·teea a ,&.  teSIR&AW• 
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A.1911 IMt!•tp made three of its eipt ap...-.nen in April ad 
the remaining five in Ma)' .  pyhn.i& •P· wu reeorded onee ia 
1-tarch and. OD two occu:l.ODS in April -4 in five of the aeven May 
eamplea . Qpgni! oontinued to �eaae in ........ c.Wiag the 
month of May (Table 2) • 
Si!9$SWN'l'l! tSD!AlltYI waa o1t._ve4 on Much. 31 and tbea 
returned on three di.ffer� ooeasiona Jn May. �ia DIM 
occurred twice in Mafth and once again ta A;lal'U . 191!1&1! 
�11 appeaed once 1n Ap11 ... ... qain in May .  
ts,\Od!Rh!N:• :lr.!sY!Ri• aad 21bF!xoxa mtlJ.»! '"" hoth •­
saved. and identified from •in&l• 1aclivtduals once ill Hach. 
Copapoda wee always pr•a't u aapuli• lawae {Table 2) . 
The napul.oid larvae wee 11,SwU.lJ not lllN:ndent in the ••pla . 
1'he cyclopoid Cyglg sp . wa• abaent h<:a cm.Ly one March col­
lection . txsloa •u frecp&•tl.y fouact to be eonaenaali&e4 bJ 
the vaginJ.colld. �ptJajgy UP�& (tale l) . !he oalaaoi4 
P&uitall!.t •P· waa preaeat in the last three ••llPl•• . The 
barpacticoid GM:f:b9S!IU1ll ap . "'8Wllly appeand in the plankton 
only during timn wha the wate vu turbid (fig. 6) • the 
vag.tnJ.ool1d CqjhyrlA1:.I SRtbRIBRt& wa• peaet on CatNt.llMhl 
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Two orders of ins ects , Diptera and Pleooptera , were pres ent .  
Chironomi dae larvae (midge fly) were found in eighteen of the 
twenty-two samples , while plecopteran (stone fly) larvae appeared 
in only four samples (Table 2) and neither of these insects was 
identified to genus . 
PHYS ICAL DATA 
Photoperiod 
Sunlight (Fig . J) increued fl"Olll 11 hour• and 37 minutes on 
March 7 to a ..ximum of l'J. hours and l minute on May 23 , 1968 . 
Temperature 
Temperature of the air and water {Fig . �) fluctuated 
throughout the study . Air temperatUl'e varied f-rom a low of 3 . 5°C 
on March 21 to a high of 29°C on May 12 , 1968 . Water temperatUl'e 
was coldest on March lll when a recardf.ng of 2 .. s0c was made under 
approximately one inch of ice . !be warmest water temperature 
was l9 . S°C on May 2 ,  1968 . 
Ra inf all 
The highest rainfall for the atudy waa reoOl'ded on Hay 22 , 
when a total of l . 8S inches waa reoorded. (fig. S) . Itainfall 
date• are placed (Fi; . S) in relat:ion to the datn fn planktoa 
sample• . Rainfal  peak• tend to oorreapond 'to peaks in t:ul'bidity 
(Fig. &) . iron (Fig. 12) 1 and sulfa�e (Fig. lJ) . 
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Turbidity 
Turbidity (Fig . 6) was highest on April �, 1968 , the day 
following a 1 . 39 inch rainfall . Once again , on March 23 , high 
turbidity followed a rainy period . On dat es of high turbidity 
organisms commonly not f owid in the plankton were frequently dis ... 
lJdged from their normal niches and became suspended with other 
plankt ers . Oligochaet es , harpacticoids , and tardigrades were 
among those organisms found at times of high turbidity . 
Oxygen 
The highest parts per million oxygen (Fig . 7) oce1Jrred on 
May 9 ,  when 11.. S pal""ts per million (ppm) wa.s recorded . The low­
est recording was 7 . 6 ppm on May 23 , 1968 . 
Hydrogen ion Conoentration 
The most acidic reading durmg the study was 6 . 3 ,  on 
March 28 . The highest alkaline recording was taken March 17 . 
a reading of 8 . 7 (Fig. 8) . 
Nitrite-nitrogen 
The peak of . Ll-29 ppm and .. 127 ppm, respectively , for 
nitrite-nitrogen occurred on May 12 {Fig . 9) . This high read­
ing followed two days of nearly one inch rains , which occurred 
on Mey 8 and May 10 . These were periods following heavy ferti ... 
lize.tion of farm fie1ds . The lowest parts per million nitrite­
nitrogen of . 059 and . 02s was recorded on March 21t., 1968 . 
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Nitrat e-nitrogen 
Nitrate-nitrogen was found to be very high on May 5 when 
3 9 6  ppm and 8 5  ppm (Fig . 10) wer e  recorded. On this date many 
different species of euglenoids and many different species of 
rotif ers wer e  listed . 
Phosphate 
Phosphate reached its highest peak on May S (Fig. 11) , as 
did nitrate-nitrogen . Thia peak did not come after a period of 
high rainfall . Kowever , the next highest peak waa observed on 
March 31 , the date of a one half inch rain (Fig . Si) . The lowest 
recorded PI>'" for phosphate was 2S ppm on May 16 , 1968 . 
Iron 
High iron readings . on most occasions , (F i z .  12) correspond 
to periods of rainfall (fig .  S) . '.l'be highest ppm iron of 70 waa 
recorded on April .., , following a l . 3 9 inch rain on April 3 
(Fig . S) . A low reading of 2S ppm was observed on March 17 , 
1968 . 
Sulfate 
Sulfate peaks (Fig. 13) tend to correspond with rainfall 
(Fig . S) • Sulfate of 100 ppm was recorded on May 16 for the 
high reading, and the lowest wae found on March 28 when S S  parts 
per million was registered . Turbidity peaka (Fig. 6) conespond 
to high aul.fate peaks . 
Table 1 . - - Planktoni c Protozoa oc urring in bi-weekly plankton 
tows and water temperature range 1 Ashmore Lake , 
Ashmore , Illinois , March to May 1968 . 
Total Samples (22) 
Protozoa 
Sarcodina 
Arcella sp . 
Actinophrys .!2!. 
Actinosphaeri� sp . 
Centropyxis aculeata 
Dif fl:wzia acµm.inata 
Dif flµg!a COr?Q! 
Dif flµgia iJ.oboaa 
Dif flugia oboglgngata 
Difflugia urceola;ta 
pifflugia sp . 
Gromia f luyialis 
Ma.yorella sp . 
Pelomyxa illinoisentis 
Polychaos dubia 
Thecamoeba. sp . 
Valkampfie sp . 
Mas tigophora 
!292 sp . 
Cephalothrunnium cyclopum 
: March 7�3l :April ��28 
: 2 . S-llJ°C : 9  .. 5-12 : S°C 
' : 8 
: 
. 
• 
3 
0 
2 
2 
2 
4-
l 
2 
7 
1 
l 
l 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
. . 
0 
1 
3 
2 
4 
6 
l 
0 
8 
l 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
. •. 
0 
2 
2 
0 
5 
s 
7 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
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Table 1 .. 'oontinuedl 
im 10s1 1 
(22) 
: 2 1 s-1� c : 
Total Samples 1 l : 
Cf!l'ati?Jf! hiryru!.i!!lla l . . 
CtrCO!!l9M! ap . ; l 
Dinob:£Yon sert}\lqi! i l 
§µglena ae:ue .. 
§yslena de•!• 0 
tµgi-. roatrifer! . () . 
�lena apiroma l 
�ena tripter&• 1 
Byl.f!!! sp . 7 
F.ydorin11 !}.!QP! l 0 
§l.epodinWJ!! cifW:tm 0 
GxmnodJ.n.1um •P . 0 
: 
Mastipmgeba ap . 0 
Per i9J.pite ;tabulatw,n . l . 
f!!acwa lgp.gicauAA 2 
Phacue aleur9J!est!! : 0 
Phaswp ttigp!teJ' 0 
sxnura avell! 3 
?x-achel0!!9M! w:s•ol!ta 0 
Traohelgt!O!!• volvooina 0 
Tracbelonp!!• ep . . s • 
Uroglena yolvox 0 
VQlvox ap .  • 0 
. • 
. 
• 
. • 
: . ;, 
. • 
• • 
�il lf-18 1 
9 1 5-12 .. S C :  
8 I 
0 
0 . . 
6 
: 
s . • 
0 
0 . • 
• . 
2 ; 
; 
0 
: 
7 
0 
1 . . 
0 
l . • . 
• 
3 . . 
s 1 
l ; . • 
0 : 
l 
3 2  
May 2-aa 
lJ: ... 19 . S  C 
' 
0 
0 
6 
3 
3 
l 
2 
0 
6 
l 
t+ 
3 
0 
2 
tf. 
3 
2 
2 
l : 1 
• 0 2 • 
s 7 
l 1 
1 0 I 2 
Table 1 .  (continued) 
Ciliata 
MuresU! trwsa111&1 
ChildRP!llt c!!Mtl 
Col.§S b!£t!!f 
Congloatoma ap . 
Cpthurina cythgmgqt;i 
eyelid.tum gl•ucP'J!l 
Didinim sp . 
Dileptµe M•ftr 
f!Jj!,iStyli,s 8P • 
§yp!gtef patella 
Halteria st!!B!Ynellt 
Lac!M!Hia olor 
Lignof.V.s f aseiole 
Loxodes ap . 
9R!£cul.art• sp .  
Paramecium sp . 
Spi1"o•t9!!¥! tere! 
st,etor sp . 
Stylp!lYohia sp . 
1'!tr!!!Ymm! ap .  
Tok<?Pb!:Ya gycl9P!!! 
: Maroh 7-!11 1 
: 2 5-l�OC ; 
: 
t 
J 
; l 1 
i 
0 I 
. 
. 
t 0 
. 
• 
• 2 i • 
l 
0 
s . • 
4 
. . . . 
4 . • 
l 
3 
l 
2 
1 
. 0 . • • 
. 
• 
1 • . 
7 l 
: 
6 . • 
. 
• 
2 ; 
0 
A.P'rll 1t-g1 : 
9 . S-12 C :  
8 • .. 
0 
0 • • 
l 
1 
: 
3 
; 
0 
0 
0 • • 
1 
. . 
l . .  
� 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 1 
0 
4 
. 
.. 
5 • • 
: 
2 
z 
1 
3 3  
May 2-21 
11-19 . 5  c 
2 
0 
2 
0 
l 
0 
2 
l 
0 
l 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
6 
1 
1 
0 
Table 1 .  (cont�nued) 
Total Samples (�2) 
Urosoma sp . 
Vaginicola leptoso�a 
Vorticella sp . 
: ' ; 8 : t t : :  
. . . 
. . . 
2 
0 
s 
. . 
0 
1 
0 
2 
6 
' I  
I 
3S 
Table 2 . --Zooplankton other than Protozoa , occurring in bi-weeltly 
plankton tow• and water temperature range , Ashmore Lake , 
Ashmore, Illinois , 
to 
Coelentrata 
Ux!lr• ap .  
Aachelminthea 
llotif era 
2 
AsJal!W!.bM sp . 
Br1ehA99M! £!l.xsiflorlJ.$ 
IJ'pichiR!!YI ur919laes 
!E•shigne sp . 
C!lbflg4!lla sp .. 
CW?el.MUit sp . 
§R1phanff smta 
§Ho}!;t;an1a ep . 
Filip.&a lQD&!.•eta 
!lgsthre. mira 
I<ellicottla 12D1iSP!D,t. 
!!£!tel.la oochlaaris 
M<mosn�a ap . 
Millin• ap . 
Notholqa striate 
Pft;iloAAH ap . 
PolXtU'lbrl •P • 
March to May 1968 . 
: MarCh 10!1 : April &4-28 : 
z S-1� C ; 9 .  -1 . s0c : 
. • . • • .  
; 
0 l 
1 : 1 
. 
. 
0 l . . 
. . 
0 0 
q. 6 
z 
0 0 
1 a 
. • 
s 1 
0 s 
.. : 3 
0 . 0 • 
• 
0 l 
. . • • 
0 l 
1 
1 0 4 
• • 
0 0 . . 
. . 
. l . 0 . • 
.... 1 . • 
l 0 • . 
May 2-23 .. 
11-19 . S°t 
0 
6 
2 
2 
7 
� 
0 
l 
7 
5 
1 
0 
0 
6 
3 
0 
3 
0 
'.ffile 2 .  (ap!!timuadl 
iiiiX sii,i;Lii 'z2} 
MSHM Hl!Jlli• 
Rois11 •P · 
b!W•• ., .  
T••Sw11P!l11l ap .  
'.[rich09•1 ., . 
Gu:trotricba 
£)!!•t•J!!I ap . 
•-todea 
Platyhelminthes 
'lurbell.ar1a 
DUJfU! 11p . 
: Hanh 7 ... 11 : 
: � :$-14°t ; � i ; 
: . • 
3 : 
: 
: 7 • . 
' t 
. 7 l •· 
I 
. l • . . 
; 1 
; 0 
: . . 
: 
3 
6 • 
• • 
. : • 
; 
0 . • 
. 
. 
.  . 
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April ii:!• ; Hay 2-21 
9 a !t-12 • 5 C : ll ... 19 .. S-C 
8 . 1 • 
i 
0 : 3 
. 
.. 
8 7 
6 l 1 
: 
0 • l • 
; 
0 • s • 
. 
• 
. • 
0 0 
s 0 
• • 
• 
.. 
• • 
l 0 
MacroatOIRUfQ appepA!cula:tU!!P l l 0 1 0 
1 i 
ssenoftgep sp . : 0 . 2 t l • 
. 
. 
txPblo2lana Iiri4ata . l : l • 0 . . 
i : 
Ectoprocta : . . 
. 
. 
• • 
Plwaa�!!l
a (polypid.) 0 0 . 2 . 
. 
. 
. • 
Annelida 
. 
. 
Oligoch&4rtea • i ; • 
• ' • 
Aeolo.oma •P • 2 • 2 . 0 • • 
. • . 
• • • 
P.!£! ap .  
. 0 : l • 0 . • 
: i i 
Naia ap . : 0 • 0 • 3 • • 
- • ·: : • 
Tardigrada ; ; 
. • 
; • • • • 
aw.!Jlil!! ' 2 • 1 l 0 ap . " 
I 
I 
I 
I I ·  
1 :? , 
i i  
,\ 
. r' 
� 
?able 2 .  (continued) 
I 
Ioi;a� Semles {2il 
Arthropoda 
Oatracoda 
Ostracods 
Cl�docera 
Al91!! &t$&$1l 
Bosm#:Pf �ongirostria 
CgiodapOOia lacu.atti• 
Chxdorua 1Pbaericg 
Df:ehnif •P · 
Mi\C£9thrix l'OSe\1$ 
Qemoxue mc11ye 
!,i!!9Rl!!!!!P senulatl!,! 
Copepoda 
Cyelopoida 
Cyclopa ap . 
Nauplius larvae 
Cal.anoida 
Diaptqet.51 ap . 
Harpacticoida 
CJmth:OC!!JltM;! ap . 
Insect a 
Diptera 
Cbironomid larvae 
: March '031 : April �-28 : 
; 2 . 5-14 C : 9 . S-l2 1 5°C : 
7 : 8 
I 
: 
6 
0 3 
l 0 
l 0 
. 
. 
6 8 
1 2 
2 l 
l 0 
1 0 
6 8 
7 8 
0 0 
3 l 
. 
" 
7 
. . 
• 
. . 
. • 
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May 2-2� 
ll-19 !S  C 
1 
1 
5 
l 
0 
7 
:, 
0 
0 
3 
7 
7 
3 
l 
7 
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Table 2 .  (continued 
'total Seples (22} 
Plecoptara 
Stone fly larvae 1 3 0 
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Fi1 .. 6 .  turbidity recorded Jn Jaokaon TUl'bldity 
Unit• fol' Aabmol"e x.ke , Ashtllore ,  llllnois , 
March 17 - May 23 , 1968 . 
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Ashmore Lake, Ashmore, Illinois, 
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Fig. 11. Parts per million Phosphate, 
Ashmore Lake, Ashmore, Illinois, 
March 17 - May 23, 1968. 
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Fig. 12. Parts per million of Iron for 
Ashmore Lake, Ashmore, Illinois, 
March 17 - May 23, 1968. 
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Fig. 13. Parts per million Sulfate, 
Ashmore Lake, Ashmore, Illinois, 
i.'1arch 17 - May 23. 1968. 
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Plate 1.. C!!bHin! cythopampti 
attaobed to CanthoS!!PtQ! .•P· 
Plate II. CotburJ.n! cagthos:amRti 
attaQhed to Canthoc;unptus sp. 
Plate III. Cothurina cpthoc!ff9?1:1 
attached to �yfhOC!f1!$9f sp. 
Plate IV. Co$hW'j.Ba gantbocppti 
attached to £e!thocwt!P ap. 
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Plate V. Cothurina. canthooaepti 
attaohed to Canthoe!!ptus sp. 
Plate VI. Cothurina canthocampti 
attached to Canthoc!!!!ptua ap. 
Plate VII. Vorticella sp. attached 
to Chxdorua •e•ricws . 
.Plate VIII. Hx.P•iRis• •P· Jn 
eodyaia. 
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DISCUSSION 
The chemical composition of the water in Ashmore Lake showed 
changes during the period, March 1 through May 23, 1968. Polecat 
Creek drains approximately io.ooo acres of largely cultivated land 
located above the lake. During the spring, this land ia extenaive­
ly fertilized, using balanced coJmlercial fertilizers. Increased 
concentrations of certain chemicals were observed following periods 
of rainfall. and are demonstrated by comparing the data of Figs. S, 
9, 10, and 11. It is probable that rise and fall in lake water 
concentrationa of the chemicals in question is due. in great part, 
to the shedding of water from these fertilized fields into the 
Polecat, and thence into Ashmore Lake. 
A very direct correlation waa observed between the number of 
species of rotifer• and euglenoids, and nitrogen and phosphorus 
peaks. The nitrogen and phosphorus content of commercial fertili­
zers was noted, and roughly correlated to the lake nitrogen and 
phosphorus . 
According to Pennak (19q.fi) phosphorus is com;idered to be a 
limiting factor for naturally occurring plank.tonic organisms much 
more frequently than nitrogen. Damann {1950) decided that it waa 
added enrichment from the drainage basin in the agricultural a.reu 
which seemed to be responsible for hip �ankton densities in 
certain lakes and streams. In the present study, increases in 
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phosphorus and nitroaen were accompanied by an increase in the kinds 
and numbers of planktonic organih18, &\lge&ting that Damann •• idea 
ia essentially correct. 
The highest peaks of l.ake nitrogen and phoaphorua conoentra­
ticms {fip. 91 10, and 11) were observed five to ten days after 
many farmers in the drainage basin of Polecat Creek were known to 
have applied fertilizers to their fields. In the eneu.tng interval 
considerable rainfall waa recorded (Fig. S}. Three days following 
the cessation of heavy raw (Fig. S) • nitrogen peaks at: 90 ppm 
and phosphate at 2.22 ppm. The date of hipest nitrogen and phoe ... 
phorua was May s, and plankton samples from the lake on thia date 
contained 33 genera of zooplankters. Thia waa an increase of 13 
genera (39% increase) over the two pevioua plankton collaotiona 
(April 29 and May 2), obtained before the sharp rise in nitrogen 
and phosphorus concentration of the lake. 
Protoli:oana and rotifers showed the P"••tnt density responae 
to the discwased chanps in chadcal oompoaition. The density of 
eugl.enoida increased from one or two incllv!du.ala per microscopic 
field (lOOX), observed. on April 28 and May 2, to six or eight per 
microscopic t1eld, on the datn corresponding to nitrogen and 
phoaphoru.a peak.a. Ploimid ntifera, of the pnua 1£1f:N.2PW!t 
Pl.att&•!• and SYJl9h!U• increased from one or two individual.a per 
microscopic field, on the dates indicated above, to four or five 
per field on May S. As the concentration of nitrogen and 
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phosphorus receded the variety of genara in the plankton collection 
declined, as did the density of euglenoids and ploima:te rotifers. 
While the assumption of the preceding paragraphti is that 
changing concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus are the chemical 
factors most responsible for the observed variations in plankton, 
and indeed ·t:heae were element• showing the greatest fluctuation, it 
must be borne in mind that other explanations are tenable. Iron 
and sulfate (Figs. 12 and 13) concentrations increased less acutely, 
but according to the same pattern, and probably for the same reason, 
as nitrogen and phosphorus. '.frace elements. not detected or taken 
into consideration could have elicited the response observed in the 
plankton. 
Certain ciliates seemed to show preference for colder water. 
These ciliates were DUmtue !!!&!et.'• £pist.ylis sp., filplotes R!J;ella, 
LacD"!!P':ia oloJ:', Liono!Uf fasciola, and YE:osoma. sp. These protozoans 
were seen o.1ly when the water temperature was below 10° centigrade. 
This finding is in accordance with Noland's (l92S) conclusion that 
some holotrichoua ciliates decidedly favor low tanperature. 
Although some euglenoids were present in very cold water 
0 (2. S C.) the numbers of chlorophyll bearing flagellates were VflJ!Y 
few witil the temperature warmed to io0c. It is possible that 
the.se organisms were responding not only to increased water tem­
perature (Fig. 4), but to the increasing intensity and length of 
daylight (Fig. 5). 
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Warmer water was favorable for several species of mastigophora:na. 
mainly D!l¥>b£YO!! sertularis, Glenodinium, Phacua pleuronectes, PhaCWf 
triSll!et;9r, TfaO!lelomop,a1. Uroglepa volvox, and Volvox ap. The dcmai­
ties of Phao;ws, Trach•!O!!!QDflll • and Ddapbtvop continued to increue in 
numbers from their fint appearance, and P:Jrifiniwn and Sx!W£! !!IJ.l! 
appeared sporadically. In part, this seems to support the contention 
of Reinhard. (1931) that flu.ctuations due to temperature a.re minor and 
affect principally the chlorophyll bearing forms (table l). that ta 
to say, warmer water favors a greater iaareaae in the variety of ph)'­
toflagellates than it does other protozoans or metazoan planktera. 
This line of thought must consider also that warming water may be ac­
companied by changes in photoperiod. One cannot say that it ta tem­
perature alone that iS the important factor. Kudo (1966) lists fall· 
1ng temperature as one of the major factors for encystment and does 
not mention photoperiod as having an influence on excystment. 
Lackey .!! !.!.· (19l.!-3) noteu that addition of phosphorus quickly at:J.m... 
ulated either directly or indirectly the excystment of nwnerous pro­
tozoa. but did not: list specific genera. 
Rotifers were present at water temperatur•below 10° centi­
grade. but the greatest number of genera appeared after the water 
temperature had reached 18° centigrade, and they continued to 
generally increase not only in nwnber of individuals per microscopic 
field but also in nwnber of genera present (Table 2). 
The rotifers BracyiQl\WI ca;Lxs#:flom, !· )1£9eol1rss. 
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Cephalode.lla sp., Mytillina sp •• and Trichocera sp. d.id not ap­
pear until the water temperature was well above io0c. and the 
longest lists of rotifer genera were compiled on dates when nitro­
gen and phosphorus peaked (Figs. 9, 10, and ll). Most rot:!fers, 
according to Pennak (1953) are not specialized feeders, therefore, 
it is difficult to draw any conclusions relating their increase to 
the increase in phytoflagellates or any other possible plankton 
food. An exception mu.st be noted. The density of the forcipate 
rotifer Asplapchna is probably related to the density of its 
favorite food source, rotifers of the genus Brachinous. Aaplanchn.a 
also utilizes a number of other food sources. In fact it is said 
to ingest any planktonic organisms it can catch and hold larger 
than 15 microns in diameter {Pennak l9S3). This may explain, in 
part, the existence of Aselanchna. in relatively small nwnbers, in 
the plankton samples collected while water temperature was below 
lo0c. and its rather explosive increase in later samples collected 
from warmer (Brachionus containing) water. 
'the majority of copepods taken in plankton during this study 
are of the Suborder Cyclopoida and these were first observed in 
plankton samples collected after the water temperature was above 
10° centigrade. However. information furnished by student reports 
on plankton collections obtained in Ashmore Lake during September, 
1957, show the most abundant copepod to hnve been calanoide of the 
genus Diaptomus, though cyclopoids were also present. These data, 
7lf 
coupled with the fact that calanoids were not seen in any samples, 
collected in the present investigation, Wltil late May (l'able 2), 
suggest that copepods of the Suborder Calanodia, in general, and 
the genus Diaptomus, in particular, are creatures of the warmer 
summer lake plankton. While cyclopoids have raptorial mouth parts, 
calnoids are filter feeders utilizing mainly nannoplankton (uni� 
cellular algae, bacteria, some diatoms, very small phytoflagellates) 
and micro-particles of detritus from decaying aquatic plants. The 
increased abundance of both these food sources in late spring and 
throughout the sUlllller are perhaps directly responsible for the rise 
in calanoid numbers rather than increased temperature as suoh. 
Harpacticoids are substrate dwellers and their occasionel appearance 
in plankton samples can be explained as a result of bottom material 
temporarily suspended in shallow water. '!'his explanation can be 
extended to account for f imdng an occasional gastrotrich such as 
Chaetonotus and t:artlibraiies t:>ucn us .dy2sibus. This latter animal 
is shown i:i. .. l·latt: \'Jl.i. u.nc.tergoing t;;<...:uysis. 
No temperature correlation could be drawn f'or some of the 
Protozoa present; for example Stentor sp., Vorticella sp., 
Diffl!J&ia sp., and certain euglenoids fall into this category. 
These protozoans were f OWld not only on the coldest days, but also 
on the very warm days and with (for some genera) little change in 
population density. The same is true for some rotifers. namely 
Synchr..etn sp., �planchna sp., Filinia lonsiseta, and Rotaria 
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Tartar (1961) says that rising temperatures, up to a limit, 
can be related to larger size in Stentor but gives no reason why 
they might occur in such a. wide temperature range. Pennak (1953) 
relates that many rotif ers are onuiivorous and ingest all organic 
particles of the appropriate size and may therefore be independent 
of a temperature dependent food source. 
Increases in water temperature widoubtedly increase the meta­
bolic rate of rotifers, and consequently induces greater egg pro­
duction. The same is true for many protozoans; metabolic rate 
increases in warmer water and binary fission also increases, re­
sulting in greater densities. 
It appears that once the water temperature has reached 10° 
centigrade, further warming is only a quantitative factor affect­
ing most of the plankton. Table::; 1 and 2 show that after March 2B 
the water t:eiaperatur.:: >.�e:aa:ir.ed above io0c., with only one excep­
tion occw ring 01: ).:..tn·il 7, wheu the ·,,.;at:er tempe:r.•ature dropped to 
9.S0 centigrade. During thi"i period, the numbers of genera pres­
ent did not fluctuate markedly .  These findings support .::· ennak 
(1953) who says that temperatures below io0c. and above 2a0c. 
mar•edl.y affect the numbers of individuals present, but not the 
numbvs of species, and that the &\Vllffter and winter species lists 
from the same habitat are very similar. 
Lackey (1938) stated that seasonal changes due to tempera­
ture are quantitative. But as Welch (1935} has stated one ahould 
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take into consideration the modifications to which a body of water 
is subject when interpreting field results as being directly cor­
related to temperature. 
1'he presence of D,ifflugia, a substrate dweller. .in the plank­
ton presents a puzzle. One is at first inclined to explain its 
presence as a result of "churning up" of the bottom material. 
Thia explanation aeems reasonable in light of the rather rapid 
flow of water through the lake and the fact that at places the 
plankton net was pulled through water only 18 to 36 inches deep. 
bu.t this organism was one of those mure constant in plankton sam­
ples and it was obta.ined even on short tows through parts of the 
lake 12 feet deep. The suggestion here presented is that 
t!ifflu.gi! is an intermittent plankton dweller, able to alter it• 
buoyancy in order to facilitate ascent and descent. 'rhis may be 
accomplished by the secretion of gas bubbles into the test, as 
does &£!1..1£, (also found on 'lccasion in the plankton, or by aome 
as yet unknown mechanism. 
what advantage is to be gained by the planktonic existence of 
Difflugia? According to Hall (l96S) • the diet of these animals 
consists of bacteria. diatoms, and other Protozoa, and other very 
81Dlill  organisms it \!an capture and hold. Of the prey mentioned, 
it is only other Protozoa end diatoms that might be more abundant 
in the plankton than benthos. Assuming that food i• the advantage, 
how is it caught? None of the Difflyia observed showed other 
: i 
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than the lobopodJ.al type of pseudopods, a type not particularly 
adapted for other than substrate browsing. There is a precedent 
among sarcodinS, and flagellates as well, for production of oo ... 
caaional �eticulopodial feeding nets. If this holds for Diff£� 
(at this time there is no direct evidence that it does), it would 
strongly suggest plankton as a Difflugia feeding groWld. Other 
reasons for the presence of this organism in plankton may revolve 
around increased oxygen or higher tempf!l'ature in water near the 
surface. Davis (1955) does not list Diffl9&ia as being a plankton 
dweller. However, Raymond (1(')37) found pifflug5..a :Tn plankton of 
a marl lake, and Damann (1945) re-corded Di,fflugia in the plankton 
of Lake Michigan. Orr (1954.) listed Difflugia oblongata tests in 
the plankton of a lake in Pennsylvania. Lackey !1 !!· (l9lf.3) did 
not find J.)iffl!1.i,ia in the plankton of a small stream in Ohio. 
Information collected on Dipob!'Yon supports the findings of 
Hutchinson (1944) in which she found marked multiplication of 
Dinob!'Yon occurring often after a decline of heavy spring popula­
tions of diatoms. A tremendous number of diatoms were present in 
early March samples; however, Dingl>aon did no't appear tmtil the 
diatom density decreased, appearing first on March 31, 1968 
(Table 1). 
Hi.gh water and heavy rainfall may serve as limiting factors 
for some planktera. These are times of high turbidity (Fig. 6), 
and light penetration into the water is reduced. Also the 
\ 
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increased volume and movement of waters serve as dilution factors. 
According to Pennak (194-6), the surface waters of the great 
majority of lakes ar.1 streams lies in the pH range of 6 .. 0 to 8.S. 
He goes on to say that hydrogen ion concentration is believed to 
be of little real significance in redi..lCini plankton abundance. 
Pennak believes that pH is a convenient measure of the sum of a 
good many chemical complexities, and it is the individual members 
of the complex which presumably affect and limit the plankton 
rather than the total. 
The hydrogen im1 c��1centratlon rt.:.r:cge f:)r Ashmore Lake was 
from an acid reading of ,J. 3 tc i:.irl alka.lln� reading of a . 7 
{fig. 8). The average pH was near neutral 7.1 which is within 
the limits stated by Pennak (191+6) for high plankton productivity. 
Vdlliams (196t+) has shown the return of irrigation watex· to 
streams may accowtt for significant increases in population den­
sity of phytoplankton. He believes this is due to the nitrates. 
phosphates, and "trace" elements taken fr<»n agricultural soil. 
This finding is in keeping with the results of Damann ' s (1950) 
study of the Missouri lliver Basin. 'Xhis was also a result of 
this study and it gives support to Mead�!.!.· (1945) which 
states that "Inorganic nitrogen may be a limiting factor in 
regard to the amowit of growth which could be produced and the 
inorganic phosphorus acting largely as a governor upon the rate 
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at which growth occurred." "Trace" elements may be of great im­
portance in plankton environments for certain species. Hutchinson 
(194-4-) concludes that all nutrients except nitrate and phosphate 
are normally present in such considerable excess, and that qualita­
tive effects due to their fluctuations are most unlikely. 
Oxygen did not appear to be a limiting factor in this study. 
There always seemed to be an ample oxygen supply to support the 
planktonic life. Iron peaks are directly related to peaks in 
turbidity (Flg. 6) and sulfate {Fig. 13) which are in turn related 
to rainfall (Fig. 5). 
'rhe dominant species in the study for each class of Protozoa 
was as follows: Class Sarcodina, Difflµgi!:, globosa with seventeen 
appearances. Class Mastigophora, Eqa;lena sp. was observed in twen­
ty collections, Class Ciliata, Stentor sp. was seen on eighteen 
occasions; Vorticella sp. in sixteen samples, and Halteria 
i£ant'l;lpella. in eleven collections ('rable 1) • 
Edmondson (1920) gives the typical precentage for protozoan 
species composition in lakes as follows: Mastigophora 14%, 
Sarcodina 19%, Cilia.ta 67%. From a qualitative standpoint. 
Ashmore Lake differs from this in percentage composition by tax­
onomic classe�. Tha class percentage for Ashmore Lake was: 
Ma.stigophora 38%, Cilata 37%, and Sarcodina 25%. Orr (1954) 
found 3anctuary Lake, Pennsylvania, to contain over SO% masti­
gophorans during the summer of 1951. The possible differences 
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are due to the fact that Orr's study was donducted during the 
months of July and August. a very favorable time for the phyto­
mastigophora. The present study was conducted from March through 
May, periods in which a much greater fluctuation in water tempera­
ture can be observed; also the photoperiod is not as long and the 
light is not as intense. The effect of a creek running through 
the study area resulting in a rapid water turn-over might account 
for an atypical lake plankton percentage. On the other hand. a 
yearly study on the same area might show changes in the species 
percentages. 
Sporadical.ly throughout the study VOf£icella ap. (Plate VII), 
Epistylis sp. , Tokoet!£y51 cyclo;eum. and Co�!uwina c!Qthoceati 
{Plate I - VI) were observed in symbiotic associations. These 
protozoans were found living attached to several different meta­
zoans, namely :Uero sp •• Chxdorus sphaEW1'c!if (Plate VII), 
Simocephalus sp., Cf!XlthCCamRtWS sp. (Pl.ate VI}, CJcl.ops sp. • and 
ostracods. Var·ticella was fowid attached to Dsro sp. • Cyol92a sp., 
Diapto.."tlUS sp., £.. sphaeric!tf• and Simpc!pb!lua sp., the numbers 
of these vorticellicls present varied from only one to twenty-five 
per host. Kudo (1�'56) indicates that Co;th!£!1\ia aanthocaippti 
Stokes, does occur on Cuptpocagwtus l!d.Jw;tuf, and that I,aqnopbJ=xs 
vaginicola Stokes, is fowid attached. to the caudal bristles and 
appendages of £xclosa niin9tg! and C8fthoc9ty.s sp. Pennak (1953) 
aays that many fresh-water metazoa have Protozoa living on their 
, 
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general external surfaces. Some of these species are thought to 
be obligatory co:rmiansals, but i-t is sometimes difficult to decide 
just what special benefits the protozoan derives from such an as-
sociation. Early in the study colonies of EJliS;t.xlis (Table l) were 
observed on Cyclops. But although the nU111bers of Cyclops in samples 
increased during the course of the study no epistylid ectocon1ltenaals 
were present. The question comes to mind as to why these ectocom--
menca-1_s are found or..ly at certain times, on certain metazoans and 
why they are absent in some samples and present in others. 
During a recent :fot•ty-eight hour study (July 12-14-, 1968), 
of Ashmore Lake {en appendix to the present study)� it was found 
that the mid-night and four A.1.i. collections were ·the ones that 
contained the greatest number of commenaalized metazoans. Pennak 
(1953) conveys that Cladocera. and some common species of plankton 
copepods show a daily rhythmic cycle of vertical migrations in 
lakes, with a greater concentration of individuals in the upper 
waters during the houi�s of darkness. Quant:itative data collected 
during the forty-eight hour study supports Peimak's statement. 
Since C. canthocampti is sessile many of the copepods may bring 
the commensals up fcorn 'the substrate. This would be especially 
true for Canthoca.mptus sp., since it normally remain.a on the sub .. 
; 
strate, and is not especially adapted for swimming or a planktonic 
life. A review of the literature has not given any information as 
to how these commenas.ls attach on metazoans and what advantages 
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are to be gained by such an existence or what disadvantages result 
for the metazoan involved. It was undetermined at what stage in 
the life cycle the commensal.s attach themselves to the host. 
It is difficult to determine which factors have the greatest 
influence independent of the other factors and conditions acting 
upon the plankton in Ashmore Lake. In attempting to interpret the 
effect of changes in chemical composition, one should draw conclu-
sions with care. taking into account other concurrent conditions. 
Viewing the study in retrospect, a. quantj:tative. study would 
have been desirable in order to determine with greater accuracy 
the degree to which ee,ch species wa.s responding to shifts in en ... 
vironmental conditions. More information might be gained from a 
stratification study, in which samplea are taken from various 
depths • 
It ca.n be stated� that in the present study two sources of 
variation in lake plankton were observed: 1. The changes assoc­
iated with warming of water and increased photoperiod, i.e., the 
change from winter to spring and spring to SUlll'ller, which are natural 
rather stable cycles, and 2. The changes associated with fluctua-
t'ions in nitrogen and phosphorus, and other chemicals, resulting 
from the influx of fertilizer materials from cultivated fields. 
These induce short term changes, of perhaps no great significance 
at present magnitude. 
''I 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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1. Ashmore Lake was found to be subject to changes in chemical 
composition during a three-month study conducted from March 7 
to May 23, 1968. 'The plankton present was identified and a 
rough quantitation was made. 
2. A study of certain physico-chemical features was carried out. 
'fhe following chemicals were observed and parts per million 
for each was reco1"ded: oxygen. nitrite-nitrogen, nitrate­
nitrogen, pho��phu!:e� '_ron, 1md 'n.tlff:t:e. f'enks for these 
chemicals were recorr:.cd wit}1 rcf·2r2nce to the plankton. 
3. The hours of si.mli.ght, temperatt1re of the air and water, pre­
cipitation, hydrogen ion concentration and turbidity were 
recorded. 
4. The greatest modifying factor on the plankton is believed to 
be the influence of conmercial fertilizers introduced by the 
Polecat Creek. 
5. A relatively lar:;e 2l.::tnkton density and the greatest number 
of species occu:::-red during peak pe1•io{ls for nitrogen and 
phosphorus. 
6. 'l'he hydrogen ion concentration was fotmd to be within the 
limits of most lakes that have high plankton produc·tivity. 
i. :.,arming of the water and inci"ease in the photoperiod resulted 
�.!!!!11 ....... 11!!!! ... l!!l!!!I! _________________________ -=-_· 
, •  
s q,  
in �atment of MYeral euglcmoid apeci• and a peatv den­
ai ty of all phytoflapllatea .. 
8 .  Tallperatul'ea ebcwt! io0c . have a ... ._ quarititative than qual­
itative effect Oil aury ..-_. of the plaktoa. 
10. Peak9 in nitropa and phea,..,.. e�pond to periods of 
aWall and follow pirtt1oda of haYJ f..-tJ.lisat.to.n of hNa 
field.a Witil CORIRlll'Cial fwt.Uise .. 
ll. Swift water aocQDPan.ied by perioda of high tmbidity serves 
as a 11nd.t.f.ng faotor for phytamast.tpphoNna . 
12 . H1ah turbidity reaulta in -.-.t ... beJag !rt the pJ.anlttan 
that are ....Uy thouglt't of u 1>•1111 bethio .. 
lJ . PUnsw was found to be planktonio . ru. Ol'pll18m .ta norm­
ally thouaht of ae being a subatnte dweller d:.te to 1ts mode 
of f eedillg. 
ltJ. Vpr;t;isH!41f. 8P •  • IJlHbi\i! •P• t bUlbzn ap • •  an4 £9t111!1a1 
S&ti!MES1 were observed aa ectoeonnenaals attaOhed to 
$�'·eral metaaoans . namely : !!!£2. •P · • Qwstm• IRhullsWJ, 
Cg� ep. • 9!sJ.91' ap . ,  ad oatracoda . 
is . l>i&Bdt£,ygp "blGOmB• app..-ed aft• tile deoreue in spring 
d.1.at• "blooma . ft 
-S 5  
16 . The protozoans were found to be best repres ented in the plank· 
ton of Ashmore Lake ,  followed by the rotifers . 
17 . A total of 114 different planktonic organisms wer e  recorded 
for Ashmore Lake during the three month study . 
18 . Two kinds of variation in lake plankton were observed : A .  
Th e  changes associated with the warming o f  water and inCJ11eased 
ohotoperiod , : L e . , the changes from win·ter to spring , and 
spring to sununer , which are rather stable cycles . B .  The 
changei; a s s o c iat ed -; d.th n.itrogen and phosphor1; s and other 
chemice.ls resul t :lng from thE .influx of fert iliz er chemicals 
from cultive.t ed f i r�lds . 'T'hes e chemicals induce short term 
changes associated with them . 
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